Comparison of Cox and Gray's survival models in severe sepsis.
Although survival is traditionally modeled using Cox proportional hazards modeling, this approach may be inappropriate in sepsis, in which the proportional hazards assumption does not hold. Newer, more flexible models, such as Gray's model, may be more appropriate. To construct and compare Gray's model and two different Cox models in a large sepsis cohort. To determine whether hazards for death after sepsis were nonproportional. To explore how well the different survival modeling approaches describe these data. Analysis of combined data from the treatment and placebo arms of a large, negative, sepsis trial. Intensive care units at 136 U.S. medical centers. A total of 1090 adults aged 18 yrs or older with signs and symptoms of severe sepsis and documented or probable Gram-negative infection. We considered 27 potential baseline risk factors and modeled survival over the 28 days after the onset of sepsis. We tested proportionality in single-variable Cox analysis using Schoenfeld residuals and log-log plots. We constructed a traditional multivariable Cox model, a multivariable Cox model with time-varying covariates, and a multivariable Gray's model. In single-variable analyses, 20 of the 27 potential factors were significantly associated with mortality, and 10 of 20 had nonproportional hazards. In multivariate analysis, all three models retained a very similar set of significant covariates (two models retained the identical set of nine variables, and the third differed only in that it retained the same nine plus a tenth variable). Four of the nine common covariates had nonproportional hazards. Of the three models, Gray's model best captured these changing hazard ratios over time. We confirm that many of the important predictors of mortality in severe sepsis are nonproportional and find that Gray's model seems best suited for modeling survival in this condition.